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This volume includes all Dewey's writings for 1938
except for Logic: The Theory of Inquiry (Volume 12
of The Later Works), as well as his 1939 Freedom
and Culture, Theory of Valuation, and two items from
Intelligence in the Modern World. Freedom and
Culture presents, as Steven M. Cahn points out, the
essence of his philosophical position: a commitment
to a free society, critical intelligence, and the
education required for their advance.
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The Fundamentals of EthicsOxford University Press,
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John Dewey's Experience and Nature has been
considered the fullest expression of his mature
philosophy since its eagerly awaited publication in
1925. Irwin Edman wrote at that time that "with
monumental care, detail and completeness,
Professor Dewey has in this volume revealed the
metaphysical heart that beats its unvarying alert
tempo through all his writings, whatever their explicit
themes." In his introduction to this volume, Sidney
Hook points out that "Dewey's Experience and
Nature is both the most suggestive and most difficult
of his writings." The meticulously edited text
published here as the first volume in the series The
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Later Works of John Dewey, 1925-1953 spans that
entire period in Dewey's thought by including two
important and previously unpublished documents
from the book's history: Dewey's unfinished new
introduction written between 1947 and 1949, edited
by the late Joseph Ratner, and Dewey's unedited
final draft of that introduction written the year before
his death. In the intervening years Dewey realized
the impossibility of making his use of the word
'experience' understood. He wrote in his 1951 draft
for a new introduction: "Were I to write (or rewrite)
Experience and Nature today I would entitle the book
Culture and Nature and the treatment of specific
subject-matters would be correspondingly modified. I
would abandon the term 'experience' because of my
growing realization that the historical obstacles
which prevented understanding of my use of
'experience' are, for all practical purposes,
insurmountable. I would substitute the term 'culture'
because with its meanings as now firmly established
it can fully and freely carry my philosophy of
experience."
??????,????????????????????????????????????.??
????????????,?????,??,??,????????,?????????????,
???????.??????????,????????????????????,???????
?????????,????????????.
This collection of primary source materials covering
the major themes of moral philosophy features fortytwo classical and contemporary readings divided into
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four parts--The Good Life, Normative Ethics,
Metaethics, and Moral Problems. Comprehensive
yet concise, it introduces students toethical theory
and a wide range of moral issues.
Ethics and Values in Industrial-Organizational
Psychology was one of the first books to integrate
work from moral philosophy, moral psychology, I-O
psychology, and political and social economy, as
well as business. It incorporates these perspectives
into a "framework for taking moral action" and
presents a practical model for ethical decision
making. The second edition has added a chapter on
Virtue Theory, including its application in I-O,
Organizational behavior (OB) and business; expands
Moral Psychology to two chapters, with more
attention to moral emotions, effects of the "dark side"
of personality, and the intuitionist model of moral
judgment; expands the sections on social and
economic justice; and expands the treatment of the
Responsible Conduct of Research with a new
chapter on Research Integrity. Examples from I-O
research and practice, as well as current business
events, are offered throughout. It is ideal for ethics
and I-O courses at the graduate level.
The Fundamentals of Small Group Communication
provides readers with the fundamentals they need to
become functional and productive members of any
small group. Readers are introduced to the
fundamental issues faced by all small groups (such
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as socialization, development, ethics, diversity) and
the procedures utilized by effective small groups (for
example, task accomplishment, decision making,
climate). With a focus on the individual group
member, this textbook encourages readers to reflect
on how their communication behaviors (e.g.,
communication traits, verbal and nonverbal
communication, listening style) and practices (e.g.,
their leadership style, their conflict management
style) contribute to their current small group
experiences.
Concepts and Cases in Nursing Ethics is a casebased exploration of the core principles of health
care ethics applied to nursing. The book is a
collaboration between philosopher-ethicist Michael
Yeo and nurse-ethicist and educators Anne
Moorhouse, Pamela Khan, and Patricia Rodney. It
thus combines philosophical and ethical analysis
with extensive knowledge and experience in nursing
and health care. The book is organized around six
main concepts in health care ethics: beneficence,
autonomy, truthfulness, confidentiality, justice, and
integrity. A chapter is devoted to the elucidation of
each of these concepts. In each chapter, historical
background and conceptual analysis are
supplemented by case studies that exemplify issues
and show how the concept applies in health care
and nursing practice. In this new edition, the
conceptual analysis throughout has been updated
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and reworked in view of changes in the health care
system. In addition, there is a new chapter
specifically devoted to recent developments affecting
nursing and other health professions. Previous case
studies have been modified and new ones added to
address current and emerging issues. Although the
text focuses mainly on the social and political
situation of nursing, the analysis has relevance also
for medicine and the allied health professions, and
indeed for anyone working in the health system.
Science is built on trust. The assumption is that
scientists will conduct their work with integrity,
honesty, and a strict adherence to scientific
protocols. Written by geoscientists for geoscientists,
Scientific Integrity and Ethics in the Geosciences
acquaints readers with the fundamental principles of
scientific ethics and shows how they apply to
everyday work in the classroom, laboratory, and
field. Resources are provided throughout to help
discuss and implement principles of scientific
integrity and ethics. Volume highlights include:
Examples of international and national codes and
policies Exploration of the role of professional
societies in scientific integrity and ethics References
to scientific integrity and ethics in publications and
research data Discussion of science integrity, ethics,
and geoethics in education Extensive coverage of
data applications Scientific Integrity and Ethics in the
Geosciences is a valuable resource for students,
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faculty, instructors, and scientists in the geosciences
and beyond. It is also useful for geoscientists
working in industry, government, and policymaking.
Read an interview with the editors to find out more: h
ttps://eos.org/editors-vox/ethics-crucial-for-the-futureof-the-geosciences
Business Ethics: Decision-Making for Personal
Integrity & Social Responsibility, 3e is designed to
prepare the student to apply an ethical decisionmaking model, not only in the ethics course but
throughout her or his business discipline. This model
teaches students ethical skills, vocabulary, and tools
to apply in everyday business decisions and
throughout their business courses. The authors
speak in a sophisticated yet accessible manner while
teaching the fundamentals of business ethics.
Hartman’s professional background in law and her
teaching experience in the business curriculum,
combined with DesJardins’ background in
philosophy and MacDonald’s ability to distill
complicated business transactions into
understandable terms, results in a broad language,
ideal for this approach and market. The authors’
goal is to engage the student by focusing on cases
and business scenarios that students already find
interesting. Students are then asked to look at the
issues from an ethical perspective. Additionally, its
focus on AACSB requirements makes it a
comprehensive business ethics text for business
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school courses. The goal for the third edition is to
provide “a comprehensive yet accessible
introduction to the ethical issues arising in
business.” Hartman and DesJardins have retained
the focus on decision-making as well as the
emphasis on both personal and policy-level
perspectives on ethics. This edition continues to
provide pedagogical support throughout the text. The
most noticeable changes involve a thorough
updating of distinct items such as Reality Checks,
Decision Points, and readings to reflect new cases,
examples and data.
In this landmark collection, the voices of pathmakers
and innovators in peacebuilding evaluation are
assembled to provide new direction for the field.
Stock is taken of the development and challenges of
engaging in the real-time learning that evaluation
requires. Best practices for overcoming challenges
are discussed and critiqued, as well as some of the
basic assumptions guiding the field. New means of
gathering information and understanding conflict
processes are offered and examined. To continue to
evolve and strengthen peacebuilding practices and
professionalism, multiple calls are issued for
collaborative learning and a field-wide effort at
community inquiry.
??????: ????? ; ??????? ; ?????? ; ??????? ; ???? ; ????????.
For thirty years, Peter Singer's Practical Ethics has been the
classic introduction to applied ethics. For this third edition, the
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author has revised and updated all the chapters, and added a
new chapter addressing climate change, one of the most
important ethical challenges of our generation. Some of the
questions discussed in this book concern our daily lives. Is it
ethical to buy luxuries when others do not have enough to
eat? Should we buy meat from intensively reared animals?
Am I doing something wrong if my carbon footprint is above
the global average? Other questions confront us as
concerned citizens: equality and discrimination on the
grounds of race or sex; abortion, the use of embryos for
research, and euthanasia; political violence and terrorism;
and the preservation of our planet's environment. This book's
lucid style and provocative arguments make it an ideal text for
university courses and for anyone willing to think about how
she or he ought to live.
What is the human good? What are the primary virtues that
make a good person? What makes an action right? Must we
try to maximize good consequences? How can we know what
is right and good? Can morality be rationally justified? In
Ethics Through History, Terence Irwin addresses such
fundamental questions, making these central debates
intelligible to readers without an extensive background in
philosophy. He provides a historical and philosophical
discussion of major questions and key philosophers in the
history of ethics, in the tradition that begins with Socrates
onwards. Irwin covers ancient, medieval, and modern moral
philosophers whose views have helped to form the agenda
for contemporary ethical theory, paying attention to the
strengths and weaknesses of their respective positions.
Ethics: The Fundamentals explores core ideas and
arguments in moral theory by introducing students to different
philosophical approaches to ethics, including virtue ethics,
Kantian ethics, divine command theory, and feminist ethics.
The first volume in the new Fundamentals of Philosophy
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series. Presents lively, real-world examples and thoughtful
discussion of key moral philosophers and their ideas.
Constitutes an excellent resource for readers coming to the
subject of ethics for the first time.
Covers the most recent topics in the field of environmental
management and provides a broad focus on the theoretical
and methodological underpinnings of environmental
management Provides an up-to-date survey of the field from
the perspective of different disciplines Covers the topic of
environmental management from multiple perspectives,
namely, natural sciences, engineering, business, social
sciences, and methods and tools perspectives Combines
both academic rigor and practical approach through literature
reviews and theories and examples and case studies from
diverse geographic areas and policy domains Explores local
and global issues of environmental management and
analyzes the role of various contributors in the environmental
management process Chapter contents are appropriately
demonstrated with numerous pictures, charts, graphs, and
tables, and accompanied by a detailed reference list for
further readings
A Concise Introduction to Ethics offers a condensed and
exceptionally well-written introduction to the essential moral
theories. Based on Russ Shafer-Landau's best-selling primer
on ethical theory, The Fundamentals of Ethics, this briefer
volume retains the longer one's content advantage over
competing books by addressing issues that other texts omit,
including the good life (value theory), natural law, and prima
facie duties. It also incorporates discussion questions and
case studies at the end of each chapter, giving students the
opportunity to apply ethical theories to real-world moral
problems. A perfect companion to Shafer-Landau's
anthology, The Ethical Life, this volume's compact size and
low price make A Concise Introduction to Ethics an ideal
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complement to any course where it is important that students
understand moral theories.

Mediation Ethics is a groundbreaking text that offers
conflict resolution professionals a much-needed resource
for traversing the often disorienting landscape of ethical
decision making. Edited by mediation expert Ellen
Waldman, the book is filled with illustrative case studies
and authoritative commentaries by mediation specialists
that offer insight for handling ethical challenges with
clarity and deliberateness. Waldman begins with an
introductory discussion on mediation's underlying values,
its regulatory codes, and emerging models of practice.
Subsequent chapters treat ethical dilemmas known to
vex even the most experienced practitioner: power
imbalance, conflicts of interest, confidentiality, attorney
misconduct, cross-cultural conflict, and more. In each
chapter, Waldman analyzes the competing values at
stake and introduces a challenging case, which is
followed by commentaries by leading mediation scholars
who discuss how they would handle the case and why.
Waldman concludes each chapter with a synthesis that
interprets the commentators' points of agreement and
explains how different operating premises lead to
different visions of what an ethical mediator should do in
a given case setting. Evaluative, facilitative, narrative,
and transformative mediators are all represented.
Together, the commentaries showcase the vast diversity
that characterizes the field today and reveal the link
between mediator philosophy, method, and process of
ethical deliberation. Commentaries by Harold Abramson
Phyllis Bernard John Bickerman Melissa Brodrick
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Dorothy J. Della Noce Dan Dozier Bill Eddy Susan
Nauss Exon Gregory Firestone Dwight Golann Art
Hinshaw Jeremy Lack Carol B. Liebman Lela P. Love
Julie Macfarlane Carrie Menkel-Meadow Bruce E.
Meyerson Michael Moffitt Forrest S. Mosten Jacqueline
Nolan-Haley Bruce Pardy Charles Pou Mary Radford R.
Wayne Thorpe John Winslade Roger Wolf Susan M.
Yates
The preceding Preface, which Professor William
Frankena had the great kindness to write as an
introduction for the readers of the present English
translation of my major work, still requires several
supplementary com ments on my part. Professor
Frankena rightly considered it to be an advan tage to
introduce the English-speaking world to my moral
philosophy through its presentation in this book. As an
introduction to my moral philosophy, Professor Frankena
provided a concise formulation of the fun damental ideas
of my ethics by quoting from an article I had just recently
published. Several points worth mentioning remain.
Firstly, it is necessary to distinguish the two editions of
the text here translated. The first edition was published in
1951 by Anton Hain in Meisenheim am Glan, under the
title Pflicht und Neigung (Duty and In clination), with the
subtitle Die Grundlagen der Sittlichkeit, erOrtert und neu
bestimmt mit besonderem Bezug auf Kant und Schiller
(The Fun damentals of Morality, Discussed and
Redefined with Special Regard to Kant and Schiller). In
1974, a revised and enlarged second edition was
published by the same publisher and was entitled Die
Grundlagen der Sitt Iichkeit (The Fundamentals of
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Morality). Of this second edition, the first four chapters
have been translated in the present volume, along with
four more recent essays.
Applied philosophy has been a growing area of research
for the last 40 years. Until now, however, almost all of
this research has been centered around the field of
ethics. A Companion to Applied Philosophy breaks new
ground, demonstrating that all areasof philosophy,
including epistemology, metaphysics, philosophy of
science, and philosophy of mind, can be applied, and are
relevant to questions of everyday life. This perennial
topic in philosophy provides an overview of these various
applied philosophy developments, highlighting
similarities and differences between various areas of
applied philosophy, and examining the very nature of this
topic. It is an area to which many of the towering figures
in the history of philosophy have contributed, and this
timely Companion demonstrates how various historical
contributions are actually contributions within applied
philosophy, even if they are not traditionally seen as
such. The Companion contains 42 essays covering
major areas of philosophy; the articles themselves are all
original contributions to the literature and represent the
state of the art on this topic, as well as offering a map to
the current debates.
This textbook offers a unique and accessible approach to
ethical decision-making for practicing pharmacists and
student pharmacists. Unlike other texts, it gives clear
guidance based on the fundamental principles of moral
philosophy, explaining them in simple language and
illustrating them with abundant clinical examples and
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case studies. The strength of this text is in its emphasis
on normative ethics and critical thinking, and that there is
truly a best answer in the vast majority of cases, no
matter how complex. The authors place high trust in a
pharmacist’s moral judgment. This teaches the reader
how to think, based on ethical principles, not necessarily
what to think. This means navigating between the two
extremes of overly theoretical and excessively
prescriptive. The cogent framework given in this text
uses the language of competing duties, identifying the
moral principles at stake that create duties for the
pharmacist. This is the balancing act of normative ethics,
and of deciding which duties should prevail in a given
clinical situation. This work presents a clear-cut pathway
for resolving ethical dilemmas encountered by
pharmacists, based on foundational principles and
critical thinking. Presents a clear-cut pathway for
resolving the ethical dilemmas encountered by
pharmacists, based on foundational principles and
critical thinking. Jon E. Sprague, RPh, PhD, Director of
Science and Research for the Ohio Attorney General
????????:?????????????,???????????????,???????????
??????????????????
Can animals be regarded as part of the moral
community? To what extent, if at all, do they have moral
rights? Are we wrong to eat them, hunt them, or use
them for scientific research? Can animal liberation be
squared with the environmental movement? Taylor
traces the background of these debates from Aristotle to
Darwin and sets out the views of numerous
contemporary philosophers—including Peter Singer, Tom
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Regan, Mary Anne Warren, J. Baird Callicott, and Martha
Nussbaum—with ethical theories ranging from
utilitarianism to eco-feminism. The new edition also
includes provocative quotations from some of the major
writers in the field. As the final chapter insists, animal
ethics is more than just an “academic” question: it is
intimately connected both to our understanding of what it
means to be human and to pressing current issues such
as food shortages, environmental degradation, and
climate change.
????????????????.?????????,?????????,?????,????,?????,??
??,??,???.
???????????????,????:?????????????????????????????????
???
This text is a collection of primary source materials in ethics
covering the major themes of moral philosophy. Featuring
forty classical and contemporary readings divided into four
parts-Value Theory, Normative Ethics, Metaethics, and Moral
Problems-it introduces students to ethical theory and a wide
range of moral issues. Designed as a companion reader to
Russ Shafer-Landau's textbook, The Fundamentals of Ethics,
Third Edition, this volume is also comprehensive enough to
be used on its own.
This text carefully reconstructs and analyzes dozens of
arguments in depth, and introduces students to the essential
ideas of moral philosophy. Offering more comprehensive
coverage of the good life, normative ethics, and metaethics
than any other text of its kind, this book also addresses
issues that are often omitted from other texts, such as the
doctrine of doing and allowing, the doctrine of double effect,
and more. Ideal for courses in introductory ethics and
contemporary moral problems, this book can be used as a
stand-alone text or with the author's companion reader, The
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Ethical Life: Fundamental Readings in Ethics and Moral
Problems, Third Edition.
???????????????????????.
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